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The random antiferromagnetic two-leg and zigzag spin-1/2 ladders are investigated using the real space
renormalization group scheme and their complete phase diagrams are determined. We demonstrate that the first
system belongs to the same universality class of the dimerized random spin-1/2 chain. The zigzag ladder, on
the other hand, is in a random singlet phase at weak frustration and disorder. Otherwise, we give additional
evidence that it belongs to the universality class of the random antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic quantum
spin chains, although the universal fixed point found in the latter system is never realized. We find, however,
a new universal fixed point at intermediate disorder.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One-dimensional spin systems have been extensively
studied over the last several years and a fairly deep under-
standing of their possible phases and corresponding physical
behavior has emerged. Although actual realizations are re-
stricted to systems with a high degree of anisotropy, one of
the main motivations for these studies is the possibility of
cataloging their universality classes. This is specially tempt-
ing in the case of disordered systems, since specially power-
ful methods can be employed in one dimension, which are
able to expose not only average values but full distribution
functions. One of the most studied random one-dimensional
spin systems is the random antiferromagnetic(AF) spin-1/2
chain.1,2 Making use of the real space renormalization group
(RSRG) method of Ma, Dasgupta, and Hu,1 it has been
shown that, for any amount of uncorrelated disorder,3 the
low-energy physics of this system is governed by an infinite
randomness fixed point.2 The approach to this fixed point is
characterized by the formation at decreasing energy scales of
random singlets between widely separated spins. In this ran-
dom singlet(RS) phase several physical properties are uni-
versal and known.2 For example, the spin susceptibilityx
,1/T log2 T, and the spin-spin correlation functionCij
=kSi ·Sjl is such that its mean valueCij ,s−1di−j / ui − j u2,
while the typical oneuCij utyp,exps−Îui − j ud.
Other random systems have also been analyzed by these
methods, among which two are of special interest to us. One
is the random dimerized AF chain with different distributions
for odd and even links.4 The presence of a gap in the clean
version of this system provides protection against the intro-
duction of disorder. Therefore, for weak disorder, the system
retains a gap(or a pseudogap) and a spin susceptibility
which decreases to zero with decreasing temperature. For
strong enough disorder, however, the pseudogap is destroyed
and the susceptibility diverges as a power law. The power
law exponent is nonuniversal and varies continuously with
the disorder strength, characterizing a Griffiths phase. The
other system of interest is the random chain with both AF
and ferromagnetic(FM) interactions.5,6 It has been shown,
using a generalization of the RSRG procedure, that the low-
energy behavior of this system is governed by the formation
of long clusters with large total spins. For weak disorder, this
large spin(LS) phase is universal. The magnetic susceptibil-
ity diverges like a Curie law, and the specific heat vanishes
like T1/zuln Tu, with 1/z<0.44. However, for strong disorder,
the LS phase is no longer universal: although the magnetic
susceptibility is still Curie-like, the specific heat exponentz
varies continuously with disorder.
More recently, following the discovery of spin ladder
materials,7 attention has been drawn to coupled pairs of spin
chains. The random two-leg and zigzag ladders are the most
studied of them.8–10 The two-leg ladder is known to possess
two phases:8,9 a gapped phase, with vanishing spin suscepti-
bility xsTd, and a Griffiths phase, wherexsTd diverges as a
power law with continuously varying exponents asT→0.
The zigzag ladder, on the other hand, is topologically equiva-
lent to single chains with both nearest-neighbor(nn) and
next-nearest-neighbor(nnn) interactions. Initial studies were
confined to fairly small systems and concluded in favor of
the existence of only one phase of the Griffiths type.8 Sub-
sequent investigations identified the presence of a small RS
phase for weak nnn interactions.10 Furthermore, the forma-
tion of large effective spins, with FM and AF nn and vanish-
ing nnn couplings at the late stages of renormalization, were
taken as an indication of a LS phase.10
The main purpose of this work is to establish in detail the
effective low-energy equivalence between the random two-
leg and zigzag ladders with the three random spin chains
mentioned above. We do so by means of the RSRG method.
In particular, we will show that at low energies the random
two-leg ladder is equivalent to the dimerized AF spin-1/2
chain. In the course of this analysis, we will construct the full
phase diagram of this model and confirm the existence of
only two possible phases. Moreover, we will show that there
are indeed two possible low-energy behaviors in the zigzag
ladder. For small and weakly disordered nnn couplings, it is
equivalent to a random AF spin-1/2 chain with its RS phase.
If the nnn interactions are stronger, however, the system pre-
sents all the characteristic features of the LS phase of a ran-
dom chain with both AF and FM couplings. We thus confirm
the results of Ref. 10 by showing the same scaling of the
effective cluster sizes and total spin values with energy as
seen in those systems. However, the zigzag ladders can never
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exhibit the universal behavior observed in those systems at
weak disorder. This is demonstrated by an exhaustive inves-
tigation of the dependence of the dynamical exponentz on
the shape and strength of the disorder distribution. Neverthe-
less, we do finddifferentuniversal regions wherez remains
fixed while the disorder is varied. The totality of our results
thus serves to show that the universality classes of random
spin ladders can already be found in simpler systems with nn
interactions only.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the models we studied. The numerical results of the RSRG
procedure of both the conventional two-leg and zigzag lad-
ders are presented in Sec. III. The unexpected behavior of the
dynamical exponent of the zigzag ladders is explained in
Sec. IV. We end with some final conclusions in Sec. V. Ap-
pendix A discusses our method of calculation of the dynami-
cal exponentz and a brief discussion of the case of correlated
disorder is given in Appendix B.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the following Hamiltonian, which describes




JiSi · Si+1 + o
i=1
N−2
KiSi · Si+2, s1d
where Si is a spin-1/2 operator,N is the total number of
spins, andJi .0 eKi .0 are the nn and nnn random coupling
constants, respectively. IfJi =0 for eveni, this is the two-leg
ladder Hamiltonian; ifJi is in general nonzero, we have the
zigzag ladder. The nonzero coupling constantsJi andKi are
in general independent random variables(see, however, Ap-
pendix B). We take them to be respectively distributed in a












Da, 0 , K , K0. s2bd
The exponenta s0øa,1d is a measure of the disorder
strength and the ratio of cutoffsL=K0/J0 gives the typical
relative strength between nnn and nn interactions.
In order to study these systems we employed the RSRG
method introduced by Ma, Dasgupta, and Hu.1 Its decimation
steps consist in isolating the strongest bond of the system
sVd, keeping only the lowest energy level of the bond, and
renormalizing the remaining interactions by perturbation
theory. The new renormalized coupling constants can be ei-
ther ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. The details of the
procedure have been extensively discussed in the published
literature5,8–10and will be skipped here. As the largest energy
scale is lowered from its initial valueV0=maxsJ0,K0d, an
effective distribution of coupling constants is generated,
which eventually flows towards a fixed point distribution.
The low energy behavior of the system is governed by the
remaining “active” nondecimated spins at the scale of
interest.1,2,5
When there are initially only nn interactions, further
neighbor interactions are never generated.1,2,5 By contrast, in
our case, the range of effective couplings rapidly increases as
the RSRG is iterated(see Sec. IV for more details). How-
ever, as the fixed point is approached, interactions beyond
nearest neighbors become extremely weak. If we then ne-
glect interactions weaker than a certain upper bound[Vmin
<10−200 V0 (Ref. 11)] the effective range actually extends
only as far as the nearest neighbors. Thus, at the final stages
of the RSRG, the ladders renormalize to effective nearest
neighbor spin chains.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we show the numerical results obtained
from the iteration of the RSRG for the two-leg and the zig-
zag ladders.
A. Two-leg ladders
We first focus on the two-leg ladderssJ2i =0d. In our
simulations we used chain lengths up toN=200 000.
In Fig. 1, we show the behavior of the fractions of nn,
nnn, and third nn bonds as functions of the energy scaleV.
In addition, this figure also shows the fraction of active spins
greater than 1/2 and the fraction of antiferromagnetic cou-
pling constants as functions ofV. The first thing to note is
that the only significant couplings at the lowest energy scales
s&10−3.5 V0d are nn couplings. Furthermore, these remaining
couplings are all antiferromagnetic. This has been verified
for all values ofa andL.
Another important feature of the approach to the fixed
point is the difference between the distributions of the odd
FIG. 1. The behavior of the fractions of nearest-neighbor, next-
nearest-neighbor, and third-nearest-neighbor coupling constants, the
fraction of spins greater than 1/2, and the fraction of antiferromag-
netic couplings as functions of the energy scaleV. The initial num-
ber of spins isN=200 000, the disorder strength isa=0.3, and the
ratio L=1.0. The RSRG is iterated until only nearest-neighbor cou-
plings are left. The data are averaged over 100 samples and the
relative error is less than 2%.
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bonds and the even ones. We have checked that, at the lowest
energy scales, all the even bonds vanish while the odd ones
are distributed according to
PJoddsJd , J−1+1/z, s3d
where z is the dynamical exponent.8,12 Thus, the system
renormalizes to a collection offree effective random dimers.
The average magnetic susceptibility is then given by2,4
x , T1−z.
If z,1, the density of states is suppressed at low energies
and the system has a “soft gap”(or a pseudogap). This is a
remnant of the Haldane-type gap13 of the clean two-leg
ladder.14 We therefore call it a disordered Haldane phase.
Otherwise, the system shows no such suppression and is in a
gapless(Griffiths) phase.8 We have determined the value of
z, for different disorder strengths( ee Appendix A for details
on the method of computation ofz). As shown in Fig. 2, for
L=1, a transition between these two phases occurs whena
<0.3. In both phases the system is strongly dimerized.
Within the length scale of the size of the effective dimers, the
correlations decay as a power law. We believe this decay is
similar to the case of random Heisenberg chainss,1/r2d,
since there are equal contributions coming from even and
odd bond decimations. At larger length scales, the correla-
tions are strongly(exponentially) suppressed. This overall
behavior is apparent in Fig. 5 of Ref. 9. The crossover be-
tween the two regimes is governed by the effective dimer
sizes, which are primarily determined byL, not a.
Calculating the dynamical exponentz for various values
of L and a, one can construct the phase diagram of the
two-leg ladder(Fig. 3). In the transition line, the dynamical
exponent equals one and the low-energy density of states and
the magnetic susceptibility asT→0 are both constant.
From the inset of Fig. 3, we note that forL&10−2 the
system is always in the Griffiths phase. We can understand
this in the following manner. In the limit ofL→0, the sys-
tem reduces to a collection of disconnected dimers(the
“rungs” of the ladder), whose couplings are distributed ac-
cording to Eq.(2a). Therefore,z=s1−ad−1ù1 and the sys-
tem is always in a Griffiths phase. For smallL, this behavior
is preserved. For 10−2,L,1.53, the Haldane-type gap of
the clean system gives rise to a soft gap upon the introduc-
tion of weak disorder. For large disorder, the Griffiths phase
reemerges, with a diverging nonuniversal magnetic suscepti-
bility. For L.1.53, only the Griffiths phase exists. This be-
havior smoothly connects with theL→` limit of two dis-
connected random Heisenberg chains, which is governed by
the infinite randomness fixed point.2 Formally, this limit cor-
responds toz→`. We note that for any value ofL, there are
only two types of phases.8,9
We stress the high degree of similarity between the disor-
dered two-leg ladder and the dimerized random antiferro-
magnetic chain,4 which also shows analogous phases to the
ones discussed here. Indeed, in both cases the RSRG flow
leads to a fixed point with nn antiferromagnetic interactions
only but with different distributions for even and odd bonds.
Thus, the two systems clearly belong to the same universal-
ity class.
B. Zigzag ladders
We now consider the zigzag ladders, with coupling con-
stants distributed according to Eq.(2). We studied ladders
with initial lengths ofN=640 000.
Yusuf and Yang10 have calculated the ratio of the average
nn interactions to that of further neighbor interactions in zig-
zag ladders with correlated disorder. They have shown that
this ratio increases tremendously as the energy scale is low-
ered. Indeed, if we plot the fraction of nn, nnn, and third-
nn interactions as functions ofV, for a=0 andL=1 (see Fig.
4), we can see that only nn bonds survive at the lowest en-
ergies s<10−15 V0d. This is similar to the case of two-leg
FIG. 2. Variation of the dynamical exponentz with the disorder
strengtha for L=1.0. N=200 000 is the initial number of spins in
the ladder and the RSRG is iterated until there are only nearest-
neighbor bonds left. The data are average over 5 samples and the
relative error is about 3%, comparable to the symbol size.
FIG. 3. Phase diagram of the random two-leg ladder. The disor-
dered Haldane phase is characterized by a “soft gap”(or
pseudogap), whereas in the Griffiths phase, the disorder completely
destroys this remnant of the Haldane gap. In both phases the system
is dimerized. The data error is about the size of the symbols.
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ladders, as shown in Sec. III A, and was verified in our simu-
lations, irrespective of the values ofa and L. However, in
contrast to the two-leg ladder case, the nn bonds arenot all
antiferromagnetic. The asymptotic number of ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic bonds is about the same, as shown
also in Fig. 4. Finally, as also pointed out in Ref. 10, there is
a rapid proliferation of spins greater than 1/2. This is typical
of the so-called large spin(LS) phase found in disordered
Heisenberg chains with both FM and AF interactions.5 As we
will see, this similarity is not fortuitous.
One of the distinguishing features of the disordered chains
with both FM and AF interactions is the relation between the
average spin size and the average cluster length. The average
cluster size is related to the energy scale through the dynami-
cal exponentz by kll,r−1,V−1/z and the average spin size
grows with the lowering energy scale according tokSl
,V−k. Both behaviors are observed in the zigzag ladders as
shown in Fig. 5. As first pointed out by Westerberget al.,5
the two exponents are related by 1/z=2k in random chains
with both FM and AF interactions. This follows from the fact
that the main decimation process is not singlet formation but
rather the formation of large spins from the random addition
and subtraction of spin pairs. As a consequence, the cluster
growth is characterized by a random walk in “spin size
space.” Again, we find this relation also holds for the zigzag
ladders(k<0.069 and 1/z<0.14 for the chain of Fig. 5).
This is evidence that the zigzag ladders belong to the same
universality class of the disordered chains with FM and AF
interactions.
Our simulations also show that the fixed point distribu-
tions of FM and AF link excitation gaps are the same, with a
characteristic power law dependence15
PAFsDd = PFsDd = PsDd , D−1+1/z, s4d
wherez is the same dynamical exponent obtained from the
relation betweenkll andV (see below for an explanation).
An interesting feature of the zigzag ladders is the follow-
ing. In general, the total fixed point distribution of link exci-














where the first and second terms come from the AF and FM
link distributions, respectively, andx is the fraction of AF
couplings. In our simulations, the fraction of AF bonds isx
<0.53 in the LS phase. The relation between length scale
and the energy scale is given by2
dr
dV
= PsD = Vdr. s5d
The coefficient in front ofPsD=Vd is taken to be 1 because
the main decimation process replaces 2 spins by 1. Solving
Eq. (5) we get
r , V1/z
with
1/z= x/zAF + s1 − xd/zFM . s6d
This general relation seems to have been unnoticed in previ-
ous studies. In particular, we note that weakly disordered
chains with both AF and FM couplings have 1/zFM <0.56,
1/zAF<0.30, andx<0.63,5 so that 1/z<0.40 which is rea-
sonably close to the value of 0.44±0.02 found directly in the
simulations of Ref. 5. In contrast, in the zigzag ladders, we
have found zAF=zFM, irrespective of the value ofx (x
<0.53 in the LS phase). As a result,zAF=zFM =z.
FIG. 4. The fraction of nearest-neighbor, next-nearest-neighbor,
third-nearest-neighbor, the fraction of spins greater than 1/2, and
the fraction of AF couplings for zigzag ladders as functions of the
energy scaleV. The initial number of spins isN=640 000, the
disorder strength isa=0, and the ratioL=1.0. The renormalization
group is iterated until all the bonds in the system are between near-
est neighbors only. The data are averaged over 5 samples. For
V /V0ù10
−10 the data relative error is less than 2%; otherwise, it is
less than 8%.
FIG. 5. The average cluster sizekll and the average spin sizekSl
as functions of the energy scaleV. From a direct fit we getkll
,V−0.14 and kSl,V−0.069. The initial length of the system isN
=640 000,a=0, andL=1.0. The renormalization group is iterated
until only nearest-neighbor couplings are left. The data were aver-
aged over 5 samples and the sample to sample variation is less than
5%.
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Now, we would like to explore the disorder dependence of
the dynamical exponentz. Figure 6 illustrates the behavior of
z as a function of the disorder parametera for various values
of L. Note that the smallest value ofz is 1/0.15. Westerberg
et al. have found that for a range of weak disorder strengths,
random chains with both FM and AF couplings are charac-
terized by a universal value ofzU=1/0.44.
5 Strongly singu-
lar disorder distributions, however, show nonuniversal
disorder-dependent values ofz. As can be seen from Fig. 6,
for initial power-law distributions of couplings, zigzag lad-
ders always havez.zU and are never in the basin of attrac-
tion of the universal behavior.
For aø0.6 the behavior of 1/z is linear ina
1/z= aa + b.
Note that, forLù1.0, a=0 and for 1.0,L,1/0.4 the sys-
tem flows to a new universal fixed pointwhere 1/z
=0.15±0.02. This is similar to the random AF and FM chain5
but the value of the dynamical exponents are different. We
note from the general trend of the curves in Fig. 6 that the
origin of this universal behavior seems to be the nonmono-
tonic behavior ofz as one goes fromL&1 to L*1 (see also
Fig. 7 below). This behavior, on the other hand, can be un-
derstood from simple physical arguments as shown below in
Sec. IV.
For Lø0.4 all the lines have the same slopea
=0.039±0.001 and the interceptb varies in a logarithm man-
ner with L, i.e., b=b1+b2 ln L, whereb1=0.12±0.01 and
b2=0.020±0.001. Thus, there is a phase transition at the
value of a where the dynamical exponent diverges,a
=acsLd=−sb2 ln L+b1d /a. For aøacsLd, the system is
governed by an infinite randomness fixed point where the
magnitude of the spins does not grow and the FM couplings
vanish. Indeed, the presence of such a RS phase was ob-
served by Yusuf and Yang10 by direct calculation ofz. Hence,
we conclude that the system presents two phases. In the
greater part of phase diagram it is in the LS phase, with a
new universal fixed point in the region 1.0,L,1/0.4 and
a,0.6. In addition, there is a tiny region where the system is
in a RS phase.
For a.0.6, all the curves converge to the pointa=0.95
and z=1/0.05. Note in this connection that=0.95 corre-
sponds to an initial distribution which is the same as the
fixed point one ifz=1/0.05, cf. Eqs.(2a) and (4). This is a
reflection of the inability of the decimation procedure, which
is dominated by first order perturbation theory steps, to gen-
erate distributions which are more singular than the initial
one.
One might think that the universal behavior of disordered
chains with AF and FM interactions wherez=zU could be
realized in zigzag ladders with disorder distributions which
are not as singular as Eq.(2). This is not the case, however,
as exemplified by the case of a “box distribution with a gap,”
where the initial distributions are uniform and have support
in J0−d,J,J0 and K0−d,K,K0 (we take maxhJ0,K0j
=1). We have explored several values ofd and foundz to be
always greater thanzU. This is seen, for example, in the
extreme case ofd=0.05 in Fig. 7, where we plot 1/z as a
function of L. Note that there is a phase transition atL
=0.4. To the left of this point, the system is in a RS spin-1/2
phase and the dynamical exponent divergesz,−ln V. For
L.0.4, the system is in the LS phase. The smallest value of
the dynamical exponent isz=1/0.22 (still greater than the
universalzU found by Westerberget al.) and for L*10, z
saturates atz=1/0.11. We conclude that the LS phase of the
zigzag ladders is in the same universality class of random
FM and AF chains with strong disorder but it does not reach
the universal region found in those chains when the disorder
is weak. It should be remembered that the clean system is
gapless ifL&0.24 but spontaneously dimerized and gapful
if L*0.24.16 The topological nature of the dimerized state,
however, makes it unstable with respect to any finite amount
FIG. 6. Variation of the dynamical exponentz with the disorder
parametera for different values ofL. From top to bottom, the solid
lines with circles correspond toL=1.0, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and
0.0025, whereas the dashed lines with stars are forL=0.8−1, 0.6−1,
0.4−1, 0.2−1, 0.1−1, 103, and 106. N=640 000 is the initial number of
spins in the ladder and the renormalization group is iterated until
the bonds in the system are nearest-neighbor only. The data relative
error is less than 10%, about the size of the symbols.
FIG. 7. Variation of the dynamical exponentz with the ratioL
for initial “box distributions with a gap”(d=0.05, see text for de-
tails). N=200 000 is the initial number of spins in the ladder and the
renormalization group is iterated until the bonds in the system are
nearest-neighbor only. The data relative error is less than 5%, about
the symbol size.
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of disorder and the random system is always gapless.17
Based on the behavior of the dynamical exponentz, we
can determine the phase diagram of the random zigzag lad-
der, as shown in Fig. 8. The large spin phase is dominant in
most of thesa ,Ld parameter space. In this phase, the low-
energy physics of the system is governed by a fixed point
where the mean size of the spin clusters grows when the
energy scale is lowered, and they are weakly coupled. The
distribution of link excitations gaps is not universal except in
the shaded region. This universal region in the large spin
phase is characterized by a dynamical exponentz<1/0.15.
The thermodynamic properties are well known:5 the specific
heatC,T1/zuln Tu and there is a Curie-like magnetic suscep-
tibility x,T−1. The average spin-spin correlation function
decays in a logarithmic manner.6 In addition to this phase,
there is a tiny region where the system is in a RS phase
(where z→`, see the inset of the Fig. 8). Here, the low-
energy physics is governed by a universal infinite random-
ness fixed point. The specific heatC,−1/ ln3 T, the mag-
netic susceptibilityx,1/sT ln2 Td, the mean correlation
function Cmsrd, r−2, and the typical correlation function
Ctsrd,exph−r−1/2j.2 This phase was previously identified in
Ref. 10, although its precise location differs somewhat from
our results. We attribute this difference to finite-size effects
and the different methods used for the characterization of RS
behavior.
IV. ANOMALOUS DISORDER DEPENDENCE OF z IN THE
ZIGZAG LADDERS
An intriguing aspect of the data shown in Fig. 6 is the fact
thatz decreases as the initial disorder strengtha is increased,
for L,1 anda,0.6 (solid lines of Fig. 6). This behavior is
unexpected since the weaker the initial disorder is, the stron-
ger is the final effective one. As we will show, this anoma-
lous behavior can be simply understood by analyzing the
limiting behavior asL→0.
Let us start by writing down the effective couplings gen-
erated by the decimation procedure in its earliest stages when
all the spins are spin-1/2 and the couplings are AF(see Fig.
9). Let us assume that the coupling between spinsS3 andS4
is the largest one in the system, i.e.,V=J34. After the deci-
mation step, both spins are removed from the system because
they are effectively frozen in a singlet state. The remaining
spins are coupled with renormalized interactions as follows.
The nn couplings are





sJ23 − K24dsJ45 − K35d
2V
,



















First, we analyze the limitL!1. In this case, it is easy to
see that the renormalized nn, nnn, and 3rd nn couplings are
of orderOsL0d, OsL1d, andOsL2d, respectively. Thus, if we
neglect the 3rd nn coupling, the original form of the Hamil-
tonian is recovered, and the nn couplings remain stronger
than the nnn ones. No FM coupling is generated and as the
energy scale is lowered the nnn couplings vanish faster than
the nn ones. The system flows to a random AF spin-1/2
chain in a RS phase. This scheme breaks down when a nn
FM coupling appears leading to frustration. Among the three
nn renormalized couplings,J̃25 is the most likely to be FM
with probability given by
FIG. 8. Phase diagram of the random zigzag ladder. The large
spin phase dominates most of the parameter space. There is a uni-
versal region(the shaded area) for 1&L&2.5 and 0&a&0.6 char-
acterized byz<1/0.15. There is also a tiny region for very small
values ofL (see the inset), where the system is in a random singlet
phase.
FIG. 9. Schematic decimations at the earliest stages of the
RG.
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= L1−aS1 − 1
2
L1−aD .
As expected, this probability is greater, the greaterL is,
sinceL governs the strength of frustration. But note also that
it increases witha. As more FM couplings are produced, the
RG flow tends to deviate from the RS phase. As a result, the
dynamical exponent will tend to be smaller. This explains the
anomalous behavior we have found.
In the opposite limitsL@1d, this picture no longer holds.
Suppose thatV=K35. In this case, the renormalized coupling
between spinsS2 andS4 is now a nn one









It is clear that in this case the nn coupling tends to increase
and the nnn one has a better chance of becoming a FM cou-
pling in the earliest stages of the RG flow. This will rapidly
enhance the frustration of the system and drive it away from
the RS phase. In this limit, we expect the RS phase only at
L−1=0.
The competing tendencies at small and largeL lead to a
minimum value ofz (Figs. 6 and 7). The presence of this
minimum partially explains the universal region wherez is
approximately constant at<6.7 (Fig. 6).
A similar type of reasoning can be used to analyze the
case of correlated disorder considered in Ref. 10. This is
discussed in Appendix B.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied random AF two-leg and zigzag spin-1/2
ladders using the real space renormalization group method of
Ma, Dasgupta, and Hu. We have determined the complete
phase diagrams of these two general models in great detail
by calculating the dynamical exponentz and the range of
low-energy effective interactions. The two-leg ladders show
a gapped disordered Haldane region with a random dimer
nature and a gapless Griffiths phase, but no random singlet
phase. The zigzag ladder, on the other hand, can be either in
a random singlet phase or a large spin phase.
One of our main findings is that throughout their phase
diagrams these two models lead to effective low-energy
models with nearest neighbor interactions only. This simpli-
fication had been noticed before in connection with the zig-
zag ladders.10 Our calculations confirm those results and
generalize them to the two-leg ladders. Furthermore, by ana-
lyzing the structure of odd and even links in the case of the
two-leg ladders and the scaling with energy of the large clus-
ters of spins in the case of the zigzag ladders, we have been
able to show the low-energy equivalence of these systems to
the random dimerized AF spin chain and the random chain
with AF and FM interactions, respectively. The low-energy
equivalence between random systems with further neighbor
yet short-ranged interactions to systems with nearest neigh-
bor interactions only is likely to hold in general. However,
there remains the possibility that one-dimensional models
with longer ranged interactions are not decimated down to
nearest neighbor spin chains in the process of the RG.10 It
would be interesting to determine the critical range beyond
which such simplification does not occur.
While the zigzag ladder could be related to the random
chain with both AF and FM chains, we have shown that their
phase diagrams do not completely overlap. Indeed, the latter
system has a universal fixed point at weak disorder(with z
<2.27)5 which is inaccessible to the former. The zigzag lad-
der, on the other hand, has a region of parameter space with
a new universal behavior: for initial distributions less singu-
lar thanPJsxd, PKsxd,x−ac, with ac<0.6, and for 1.0&L
&1/0.4, the dynamical exponent is alwaysz<6.7. This criti-
cal disorder strengthac is comparable to the one found in the
random AF and FM chain,5 although we see no other simi-
larities between these two regimes. We have been able to find
a rough explanation for this universal behavior by ascribing
it to competing tendencies which create a shallow valley
where z is approximately constant. It is possible that the
universal regime of Ref. 5 has a similar origin.
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APPENDIX A: THE CALCULATION OF THE DYNAMICAL
EXPONENT z
In this appendix, we would like to comment on our
method of calculation of the dynamical exponentz. A com-
mon procedure, frequently used in the literature, is to deci-
mate the system until one pair of spins is left. One can then
calculate the excitation gap of this last dimer(the first gap
D1). By repeating this procedure for different realizations of
disorder one can obtain the distribution of first gaps. The
dynamical exponent is obtained by fitting the behavior at
smallD1 to the power law in Eq.(3).8,18This is shown in Fig.
10(a). Another option is to calculate the density of “active”
spins r at the scaleV. The dynamical exponentz is then
obtained from its definition, through the relation between the
length scalel ,r−1 and the energy scaleV
r , V1/z. sA1d
This second method is exemplified in Fig. 10(b), and the
agreement is excellent. While the methods are equivalent it
should be pointed out that the second method is computa-
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tionally much faster, as asinglerealization of a large chain is
sufficient for the determination ofz. In our calculations, we
have chosen to use the second method. This was actually
crucial in the case of the zigzag ladders, where the
asymptotic behavior can only be obtained with very large
system sizes,8 rendering the first method very inefficient.
This need for large sizes is due to the presence of long-range
correlations in these systems6 as opposed to the exponential
dependence of the two-leg ladders.9
APPENDIX B: ZIGZAG LADDERS WITH CORRELATED
DISORDER
Yusuf and Yang have also considered the case of zigzag
ladders with correlations between the random nn and nnn
couplings.10 They have considered nn couplings distributed





Their analysis identified a RS phase forL,0.5, and a LS
phase for 0.5,L,1.0.
We can qualitatively analyze this case along the same
lines as in Sec. IV. SupposeV=J34 in Fig. 9. Using the above
definition of Ki in the earliest stages of the RG flow( hen
V<V0), we have












where L8=L / s1−Ld. Neglecting the 3rd nn coupling and
the renormalization ofJ12 andJ56, the new Hamiltonian has
the same form as the original one, except for the fact that the
anisotropy parameter forK̃15 andK̃26 has been renormalized.
In the first RG decimations, no FM couplings can arise.
However, in a second run there is a finite probability for FM
couplings to appear ifL8.1. This happens ifL.0.5. The
presence of FM couplings introduces frustration which is the
mechanism that drives the system away from the RS phase
towards the LS phase.
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